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CONTENTS

üStatistical Thinking in Empirical Analysis

üPrincipal Steps in a Statistical Enquiry

. üThe trainees will adopt Statistical Thinking to 

problem solving in Medical Research.

üThey will be able to plan Research in a scientific 

way.

OBJECTIVES



PROBLEM

PLANANALYSIS

DATA

CONCLUSION

STATISTICAL THINKING

DIMENSION ï1: Investigative Cycle (PPDAC Model)

ÅGrasping System dynamics

ÅDefining Problems

Planning

ÅMeasurement System

ÅSampling design

ÅData Management

ÅPiloting & Analysis

ÅData Collection

ÅData Cleaning

ÅData Management

ÅData Exploration

ÅPlanned Analysis

ÅUnplanned Analysis

ÅHypothesis generation

ÅInterpretation

ÅConclusion

ÅNew Ideas

ÅCommunication

MacKay & Oldford, 1994 



DIMENSION 2:Types of thinking

GENERAL TYPES

Á Strategic

ÁPlanning, anticipating problems

ÁAwareness of practical constraints

Á Seeking Explanations

Á Modeling

ÁConstruction followed by use

Á Applying Techniques

Áfollowing precedents

Árecognition and use of archetypes

ÁUse of problem solving tools



TYPES FUNDAMENTALTO STATISTICAL 
THINKING

Ç Recognition of need for data

ÇTransnumeration

(Changing representation to engender understanding)

Ç capturing ñmeasuresò from real system

Ç Changing data representation

Ç Communicating messages in data

ÇConsideration of variation
ÇNoticing and acknowledging

ÇMeasuring and modeling for the purpose of prediction, 
explanation, or control

ÇExplaining and dealing with

Ç Investigative strategies

ÇReasoning with statistical model

Ç Integrating the statistical and contextual
Ç Information, knowledge, conceptions



GENERATE

SEEKCRITICISE

INTERPRET

JUDGE

DIMENSION ï3: The Interrogative  Cycle

Imagine possibilities for:

ÅPlans of attack

ÅExplanations/ modes

ÅInformation requirement

Information and ideas

Åinternally

Åexternally

ÅRead/hear/see

Åtranslate

ÅInternally summarise

ÅCompare

ÅConnect

Check against 

Reference points:

ÅInternal

Åexternal

Decide what to:

Åbelieve

ÅContinue to entertain

Ådiscard



DIMENSION 4: Disposition 
(Arrangement / Personôs natural 
Qualities of mind and Character) 
ÂScepticism
ÂImagination
ÂCuriosity and awareness
ÅObservant, noticing

ÂOpenness
ÅTo ideas that challenge preconceptions

ÂA propensity to seek deeper meaning
ÂBeing logical
ÂEngagement
ÂPerseverance



Pertinent methodological questions

1. What are the objectives?

2. What is the coverage?

3. What type of information required?

4. What are the methods to collect data?

5. Whether census or sampling?

6. If a sample survey - the design?



Some pertinent methodological 

questions
7. What are the potential sources of errors

and possible precautions?

8. What are the steps to conduct the field
work efficiently?

9. What are the methods to process and
analyses the collected data?

10. What are the points to be kept in mind
while writing the report and presenting
the results of the survey?

11. What are the problems of accuracy,
errors and approximations?



A STASTICAL ENQUIRY
ü It is with a Predefined purpose and dealing with 

collection of data in a systematic manner.

ü Data collected from such enquiry are called 

statistical data.

ü It may be Descriptive Field Surveys or Analytical 

Experimental study under controlled conditions.

ü Descriptive Field Survey: 

üCross Sectional Study/ Prevalence Study:  

Simplest form of an observational Study.

üLongitudinal study: Observations are repeated 

in the same population over a prolonged period 

of time by means of follow up examinations.

ü Analytical studies: Case Control Study and Cohort 

Study



1. What are the objectives of the survey?

üObjectives - clear and unambiguous.

üPossible uses of final results to be 
expected and the desired degree of 
accuracy be discussed at the beginning.

üLack of clear cut objectives might 
undermine the value of the final results. 

üand the manipulation of data at the end 
would not solve the issue in questions 
and eradicate the inherent defects.

Planning a Statistical Enquiry



2. Population to be covered:

ÂWhat is the population to be studied?

ÅTarget population
ÅSampled population

üWhat are the units from which data is 
to be collected?



3. Data to be Collected

ÇShould be decided keeping in view the 
objectives of the study.

ÇRelevant data should not be omitted.

ÇIrrelevant data should not be 
collected.



Primary & Secondary data

Â Primary data : Data Collected by the investigator 
through direct observation, mailed 
questionnaire or interview method from the field 
or conducting experiments.

Â Secondary data : Ready made data colleted from 
published or unpublished form in   Hospital 
Records

Â Involves less time and money 
Â It may not always be adequate and representative 

enough to serve  the required purposes and may also 
be outdated. 

Â Further, secondary data may have unknown degree 
of accuracy


